Efficiently monitoring and controlling the flow of your resources
Innovative Time and Attendance and Access Control terminal
Monitoring and managing your organisation’s human resource can be a sensitive and complex task. Facilities today demand more than just an access control system. Instead the demand is for innovation and integration to efficiently and simply manage personnel activity within buildings and campuses. Linked to this is also the need for staff to use a single smart card for access control and time and attendance purposes.

The new Tema-Voyager™ Compact terminal from Honeywell delivers on all of these fronts. In addition, with Tema-Voyager™ Compact working for you in your organisation you will also benefit from having a stylish, robust and affordable terminal that is customisable and easy-to-manage.
The Temaline range has long been at the forefront of innovation in the security industry and the new Tema-Voyager™ Compact is no exception. This high-tech terminal is able to control time and attendance, access control, and has unlimited access levels to adapt to your exact requirements. In addition, its integration to SAP® R/3® makes the device perfectly fitting in the security market today.

**Uniquely flexible**

Tema-Voyager™ Compact can be used to manage the following scenarios:
- Access control transits
  - Card only, card+PIN
- Access control using a PIN only (up to 8 digits)
- Time and attendance transits
  - Transit direction time-defined or manually selectable or event triggered
  - Transits with reasons
- Canteen transits

**Multiple functionality**
Benefits

Secure LAN communication, direct IP connection
Cabling can be minimised as it can be directly connected to a LAN and the on-board memory allows the device to grant/deny access if there is a failure with the LAN. Supporting static and dynamic IP addresses via DHCP and DNS, the device continues to monitor transits even when it’s involved in a database update.

Affordable and enables easy migration
Our solution allows you to gradually and economically migrate from proximity technology to smart card technology at your own pace. The Voyager Compact devices can read both types of card technology from the outset, making it easier and more cost-effective when upgrading a site.

Powerful
Details for up to 250K cardholders can be stored locally. Each card can be assigned with an unlimited number of access levels to easily address the needs of multi-site companies.

Multiple mounts
Three different mounts are available to ensure Tema-Voyager™ Compact is positioned in the best possible position for the user – even outside.

Attractive design
Tema-Voyager™ Compact has been designed in line with contemporary aesthetic trends and fits perfectly in any environment providing powerful technology in a compact size. The stylish colour graphic display is easy to read and self-adjusts in response to lighting conditions. It can also be positioned in harsh environments thanks to its IP65 rated enclosure.

Flexible communication
Peer-to-Peer communication between different Tema-Voyager™ Compact devices and with other Temaline controllers ensures complete autonomy even in the event of failure at the supervisory level. The terminals also have the ability to change their behaviour based on the varying security threat levels that may face a building – up to five different levels can be configured to act in the most appropriate way to ensure the necessary level of security.

Accessibility options
Tema-Voyager™ Compact terminals can be easily adapted for users that have impaired vision, hearing and mobility. Specific actions can be assigned for certain cardholders, for example:
- PIN requests omitted
- Door transit time-outs increased and pulsed in duration

Multilingual display
The graphical interface can be displayed in up to 4 different languages including oriental languages to address the diverse nature of a workforce. This is also beneficial to organisations that receive international visitors.
Easy to use interface via the numeric keypad or navigator

- Fully configurable date and time format
- Configurable welcome message and logo
- Configurable menu toolbar contains a suite of icons, each representing a different function
  - Available icons include:
    - Reasons
    - Enquiry
    - Calendar
    - Additional information
    - Languages flag
    - Canteen management
- Comfortable backlit keys provide immediate feedback when pressed
- The display can be set in either an Access Control or T&A mode. The terminal remains multi-functional at all times regardless of configuration.
Integral to the Temaline family from Honeywell Security Group

The Tema-Voyager™ Compact terminal is part of the larger Temaline family that offers an enterprise-wide people management solution that efficiently keeps staff, visitors, assets and facilities safe and secure.

**Access management and control:**
- Effective employee interaction through system feedback and information exchange
- Manage time in hazardous areas – minimise risk and protect personnel
- Path control helps direct personnel flow
- Fully operational mustering and management for emergency evacuation
- Lift management
- Integrated intrusion management

**Field devices:**
- **TemaKeys** provide the interface to the external world – people, assets, visitors and exits. They include readers, easy-to-read displays, keyboards and input/output devices.

**Time and attendance management:**
- Employee messaging functionality improves productivity of staff
- Flexible tools for import/export from third party T&A applications
- System-wide interrogation allows employees to ‘self manage’

**Visitor management:**
- Speedier visitor check-in/out with easy-to-use data entry
- Pre-registering capability
- Web based registration option
- Address book
- Record and analyse visitor data
- Assign and administer temporary cards
- Promote a professional image to visitors
- Image capture capability
- Document capture capability (any type of document via a scanner)
- Announcement of visitor arrival via email
- Concurrent multi-lingual WEB reception connection

**Credential management:**
- Going beyond card management to biometrics of all types
- Fully integrated ID badging
- Photo ID authenticates and manages employees, contractors and visitors
- Streamlined processing

**Visitor management:**
- Speedier visitor check-in/out with easy-to-use data entry
- Pre-registering capability
- Web based registration option
- Address book
- Record and analyse visitor data
- Assign and administer temporary cards
- Promote a professional image to visitors
- Image capture capability
- Document capture capability (any type of document via a scanner)
- Announcement of visitor arrival via email
- Concurrent multi-lingual WEB reception connection

**The supervisory level:**
Managed by the integrated platform Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator, this provides the interface for security operators.

**The peripheral level:**
- TemaServers and Tema-Voyager™ Compact terminals are the controllers that manage the peripheral database containing all information essential to the autonomy of the field devices. Peer-to-peer communications exchange data as necessary, for real-time information status.

**Field devices:**
- **TemaKeys** provide the interface to the external world – people, assets, visitors and exits. They include readers, easy-to-read displays, keyboards and input/output devices.